QUESTIONS WHEN STARTING A FRESH ROASTED COFFEE BUSINESS:

SO You Want To Start a Fresh Coffee Roasting Business
as we have talked before fresh coffee micro roasters are the wave of
the future. Just like the micro breweries have taken off over the past
several years as customers begin to taste endless mugs of great beer now is the time for small coffee shops to roast their own beans and
serve them up as fresh and great tasting as it gets. Because of this
niche market and the increasingly affordable equipment many are
flocking to get into this business on the ground level. but having
limited knowledge of the business there are many questions one should
ask before investing thousands of dollars into this business. Then, and
only after asking and getting satisfying answers, should one look into
investing in the business and any equipment to get started. We will try
to address many of the questions people as us each week to help you
plan and buy the equipment that will work best for you.
NEVER STOP ASKING QUESTIONS:
a company that really cares about their customers is ready, willing &
able to answers your questions not only about their products and
equipment but also about how you can succeed in the business. If you
have trouble contacting an actual human through email, Text or phone
BEFORE you buy their products how much help can you expect AFTER the
sale. We are a growing company and have many future plans to provide
free education for all our customers. But right now we are working
hard to provide video training as well as manuals for all our machines.
As time becomes available we plan a special advanced roasting booklet
as well as a booklet on how to start your very own roasting
business.But along with all this it is really nice to get answers to your
personal questions. To help you along that road we have prepared this
article to address the most common questions we receive each week. We
hope this will help. But remember we are only an email, text or call
away. so keep asking and we will try to answer every question that
comes our way…

COMMON QUESTIONS ABOUT ROASTERS

electric vs. gas: which should i buy and what is the main differences?
this question comes our way most every day. the answer depends on a
number of circumstances. do you have restrictions in the building you
are using to roast? Are you allowed to have LPG (Propane) in your
building? do you currently have a natural gas line or hookup in your
facility? do you have and electric 220V line or are you willing an able
to run a 220V line with 30A breaker? Some people simply want one
source of heat. that’s fine. we will honor whatever type you want.
others just want to weigh the pro’s and con’s of each type. So let’s do
that: A. if you don’t have a natural gas line then lets weigh that out. If
you do and you are willing to hire a certified technician to connect the
line and regulate the kpa of the gas then this may be your best choice.
If you want gas but have no NG line then LPG is your best option if
allowed to use LPG in your facility. But if you can’t use any gas then
electric is the way to go. You will need a dedicated 220V 20 or 30A line
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for your electric roaster and you can only buy up to a 3.5 KG unit in
all electric. If you have a choice of LPG or Electric but are not sure
consider this comparison: If you have ever cooked on both a gas and
electric stove you know that gas responds almost immediately to
temperature change. Electric takes a minute or two to adjust. on LPG
you can preheat and roast coffee a bit faster and since LPG or gas has
a solid drum there is less chaff or debris that could fall onto burners.
On the other hand there are companies that only roast organic coffees
and feel the use of any fossil fuels are not in harmony with the
natural environment so therefore choose electric. the bottom line is
the choice is all yours. here is a final point to consider: If you don’t
have a preference then keep in mind that with natural gas or LPG you
can use a voltage converter allowing you to plug into any 110V outlet.
Electric does not allow this due to the high wattage of these all
electric machines.
What size machine should i buy? that question requires the answer of
several questions directed to you: What is you weekly plan? How many
pounds do you want to roast per week? How many hours do you want to
roast per day? Are you doing all the roasting yourself or are you
paying an employee to do your roasting? All our roasters have
brochures that spell out how many pounds of raw coffee you can do per
roast and the average roast time is 4 roasts per hour. (Our Sedona’s
have been known to do 5 roasts per hour) So do the math. See how long
it will take you to roast your weekly output. if you are happy with the
time it takes to make the coffee you need for a week then that may be
your size machine. but don’t forget to factor in your planned growth
over the next year. For example: You need 300 lb. per week. The Arizona
1.5 can do 13 lb. per hour. so it will take about 23-24 hours to roast 300
lb. keep in mind roasted coffee looses 15-20% of it’s weight during the
roast. So plan on 100 lb. bag ending up as 80 lb. finished product. so now
your 300 lbs. becomes 240 lb. finished product. so you need 60 lb. more
finished product. to get that you must roast another 75 lbs. so now add
another 6 hours of roasting. now we are up to 30 hours to roast a final
batch of 300 lbs. If you pay an employee $10 hour it just cost you $300
plus social security and other compensation to roast that. So to be
safe add $1.25 cost to roast a pound. that’s not bad but do you want to
save more? Lets try the came plan in the Arizona 3.5. It roasts 30 lb. per
hour. to get 300 lbs of final product you need 375 lb. roasted. that will
take you about 12.5 hours roast time. Now you same employee roasting
gets 300 lb. done at a cost to you of $125. Lets factor in benefits and
say $150. Now your cost per pound is less than 1/2 the cost the 1.5
roaster. (50 cents per pound vs. $1.25) in just 17 weeks you have paid for
the difference in cost of a 1.5 vs. 3.5 just in the man hours to roast
alone. in that case the larger roaster is worth your while. plus
planning for a 20% increase in sales over the next 6 months you can
easily handle to job…But that is just a single case scenario. what if
your budget only allows you to buy the 1.5? Then that’s what you will
buy. but please don’t forget to always consider the cost factor rather
than just the initial price. for example: I haul freight from LA to Az
several times a month. I can buy a cheap truck that allows me to haul a
few roasters per trip. but when i factor in the cost of gas per trip and
the hours extra it takes to make two trips instead of one buying the
bigger truck is a no brainer… On the other hand we don’t want you to
buy a roaster that is too big. we have seen many persons buy a big
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roaster only to not sell enough to pay for the equipment and then end
the business and sell the roaster at a loss. keep in mind most big used
roasters are harder to resell and loose their value faster than
smaller roasters. So look at your personal plan over the next year the
factor in the labor to produce the roast and consider what is the best
bang for your buck.
Should I buy a stainless steel drum or cast iron? again the choice is
always yours. you can roast great coffee on both stainless steel or
cast iron. the cast iron used in our drums on the BC & Arizona models
are food grade 304 stainless steel from japan. 304 has been recognized
as a better stainless steel than others such as 430. 430 does not weld
very well and become brittle over time. 304 will stand the test of time.
our roasters have stainless steel ranging in thickness from 3mm to 12
mm. it roasts very evenly and will not scorch beans if roasted
according to instructions. with that said i personally favor cast iron.
it roasts faster and more evenly and i can notice a better cup with our
Sedona roasters than with the other. but it will cost you more. so that
needs to be considered.
how much room does the roaster require? again the brochures on each
roaster have the dimensions. if you are in a real tight space we would
either recommend a small table-top machine or the Sedona Elite 3200
that has the chaff unit built into roaster. keep in mind that on all the
machine except the elites you must allow room for a floor or table
mounted chaff or cyclone unit.
THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE MANY QUESTIONS WE ANSWER EACH
WEEK FOR OUR CUSTOMERS. WE WILL TRY TO ADDRESS OTHERS
MONTHLY. ALSO WE ARE WORKING ON A QUESTION AND ANSWER
BROCHURE TO ADD TO OUR SITE TO HELP ALL CUSTOMERS TO FIND THE
ROASTER AND EQUIPMENT THAT FITS JUST RIGHT IN YOUR BUSINESS!

